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Introduction 
 
An Oracle E-Business Suite upgrade is a huge project.  Sure, there are new features to implement and customizations to 
remediate.  But, a large portion of  the technical burden in an E-Business Suite upgrade is borne by the Applications DBA. 
 

The Toolkit 
 
There are a number of  tools that I have found useful on projects in the past.  They aren't (generally) required, but they are very 
useful in the process.  You probably have many of  them already.  The rest of  it is either free (open source) or cheap. 
 

Tool Description 

Client Side 

VNC Client RealVNC, TightVNC, MobaXterm, Linux in a VirtualBox VM 

SSH Client PuTTY, SecureCRT, OpenSSH, MobaXTerm, Linux in a VirtualBox VM 

X-Windows Client* Reflection X, Hummingbird Exceed, MobaXTerm, Linux in a VirtualBox VM 

Screen Capture Tool Snipping Tool (in Windows), TechSmith SnagIt! 

Word Processor/Spreadsheet Microsoft Office, OpenOffice, LibreOffice 

Project Planning Tool Microsoft Project 

  

  

  

Server Side 

VNC Server Available in standard repositories for all supported Unix/Linux systems. 

GNU Screen Available in standard repositories for all supported Unix/Linux systems. 

ASCII Web Browser Available on most Unix and all Linux systems.   

  

 
First of  all, you'll need a way to display an X-Windows session.  There are a number of  ways to do this, but the simplest is 
usually to start up a VNC Server and connect to it from your desktop.  Alternately, you could run X-Windows on your PC. 
 
You could do everything in a VNC window, but that can be pretty cumbersome if  you don't have good network bandwidth.  So, 
generally, I prefer a combination of  SSH and GNU Screen.  GNU Screen is a package that you install on the server (Linux) 
which allows you to disconnect and reconnect an interactive terminal session (a lifesaver if  your VPN connection ever dies). 
 
You will also want a way to capture screenshots for your documentation.  Windows comes with the "Snipping Tool" which 
works well, but I tend to prefer SnagIt! because it makes the repetitive nature of  capturing successive screens much less of  a 
chore. 
 

Research, Research, Research 
 
With an E-Business Suite install the process is simpler.  True, there is still a good deal of  research involved.  Especially when it 
comes to patches, etc.  During an implementation, you're starting with a new system, so what you're installing and configuring is 
much more straightforward.   
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For an upgrade project, you need to take the existing system into account.  Are you upgrading in place?  What version is the 
current database?  What version are of  E-Business suite are you upgrading from?  Is there an operating system upgrade 
involved?  Are there any architectural changes taking place?  Platform migration?  Are there other systems that need to be 
upgraded along with E-Business Suite?  External integrations like Single-Sign-On, OBIEE, SOA, etc.?  All of  these have to be 
considered.  As such, the research effort for an upgrade project can be much more significant. 
 
This flowchart, from MOS 1585857.1, illustrates much of  the decision process involved in the upgrade project: 
 

 

Figure 1:  E-Business Suite R12.2 Upgrade Flowchart from MOS 1585857.1 

 

No Job is Finished until the Paperwork is Done 
 
For each iteration of  upgrade project, I tend to produce four documents. 
 

1. Patch Spreadsheet (in Microsoft Excel) 
2. Project Plan/Gantt Chart (in Microsoft Project) 
3. Upgrade Runbook (in Microsoft Word) 
4. Upgrade Transcript (in Microsoft Word) 

 
The Patch Spreadsheet 
 
The patch spreadsheet is just that.  It's a spreadsheet that I use to plan and group patches that will be applied as part of  the 
upgrade project.  For upgrades to R12.1.3, this provides a good way of  sequencing and merging patches to avoid issues with 
prerequisites.  For upgrades to R12.2, it may be largely informational. 
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Figure 2:  Patch Spreadsheet part one (Database & Tools Patches) 

 
The top portion of  my patch spreadsheet outlines all of  the various patches that I'm planning to apply from the Database and 
Tools standpoint.  These patches are applied through the opatch utility and are usually recommended as part of  either an E-
Business Suite interoperability list or are part of  the quarterly security updates. 
 
 

 

Figure 3:  Patch Spreadsheet part two (E-Business Suite Patches) 

 
 
Breaking down the various columns 
 

1. Merge Name:  This is really more of  an arbitrary grouping.  I use this column to tie together patches for the database 
or patches for a particular ORACLE_HOME.   

2. Merge Order:  In this column, I assign a number to indicate how/where patches should sort.  For patches that I want 
to group together but are still going to be applied individually (database patches, for example), I will use decimal 
numbers to manually force them to sort.  For E-Business Suite patches (those applied using adpatch), patches that will 
be applied as part of  a merge will be assigned the same number. 

3. Patch Number:  The patch number as it appears in MOS. 
4. Patch Name:  This is where I indicate what type of  patch it is.  Things like "Help Patch", "Recommended Pre-Install", 

"IOP", etc.  This field is purely informational and free-form. 
5. Type (patchsets.sh):  Similar to the Patch Name column. 
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6. Size:  The size indicated on the MOS download page.   
7. Date Released: From the MOS download page. 
8. Description:  The English name/description of  the patch from MOS. 
9. Prerequisites:  Here I list any prerequisite patches indicated in the patch readme and/or any associated MOS note. 
10. MOS Note(s):  This column contains any MOS note associated with the patch itself  or the ones that are telling me to 

apply this patch. 
11. Disposition:  Any additional information/notes on the patch.  This includes special instructions (which may be 

elaborated in an Excel comment). 
 
About that prerequisite column 
 

 

Figure 4:  Patch Spreadsheet Prerequisite Column 

 
All of  the prerequisite patches should be listed in the prerequisite column.  When a number of  them are included in a larger 
patch (The R12.1.3 release, for example), I will simply indicate that R12.1.3 is the prerequisite (and the subordinate patches will 
be included in parenthesis).  Any prerequisites that are already satisfied (those in R12.1.3, for example), will be crossed out using 
the strikeout feature.  Any patches that we will need to apply will be represented in a red font and should appear elsewhere in the 
spreadsheet. 
 
The Project Plan 
 
Here, we're not really using the tool in the same manner as the actual project manager would.  A typical project manager would 
be concerning themselves with the whole project.  In our case, we're really only worried about an upgrade iteration, which we 
will refine and replay throughout the project. 
 
Along those lines, we're going to use a 24x7 calendar (where nobody sleeps), and if  we use resources, they're going to generic 
(not named) resources. 
 

 

Figure 5:  Project Plan (24-hour calendar) 
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Figure 6:  Project Plan (Sample tasks) 

 
 
The project plan is used to sequence the steps of  the upgrade.  Once we've outlined the steps and defined predecessors, we can 
start to optimize the process.  For example, tasks that don't require the source database could be performed outside of  the 
blackout window.  In some cases, tasks could be performed concurrently. 
 
The Upgrade Run Book 

 
Once our tasks have been enumerated and sequenced in the project plan, we can build our first Run Book.  For our first pass, we 
will simply lay out the steps that are to be performed, providing commands where they are appropriate.   
 
The Upgrade Transcript 
 
The next step is to make a copy of  the Run Book to use as our Transcript.  The transcript will become our "book of  
knowledge" for the given iteration of  the upgrade.  Here we will record, in order, every command that we perform, what time it 
started, and when it finished.   
 
You may notice that I'm recommending a Microsoft Word document for the Run Book/Transcript rather than an Excel 
spreadsheet.  In my experience, the nature and volume of  information recorded in the Run Book/Transcript method is not 
suitable to the confines of  a spreadsheet.  Additionally, the upgrade itself  is a linear process, which is handled much more 
smoothly in a Word document. 
 
If  we encounter an error, any error messages and any relevant portions of  log files (including timestamps) should be recorded in 
the transcript.  I also record any research that we find (MOS notes) and any things that are attempted to resolve the issue.  When 
the issue is resolved, the solution should also be recorded.   

 
Practice, Practice, Practice 
 
For an E-Business Suite upgrade, I generally insist on not less than four (4) iterations (including the production run) 
of  the upgrade process.  The first iteration is generally intended to produce an instance used by the project team as a 
clone source to produce other environments where they will develop, test, and validate the upgrade.  While 
subsequent iterations may ultimately be used by the project team, their primary purpose is to exercise the 
documentation and to streamline/improve the upgrade process, with an eye towards reducing the blackout window. 
 
In each new iteration, the transcript from the previous one is used to create the runbook.  A copy of  the transcript is 
made, cleaned up to remove timings and error messages that were particular to the previous past, leaving only the 
steps/commands to be used.  Tasks are re-sequenced as necessary, and any pre-emptive fixes should be inserted in 
the appropriate places.   As the project progresses, the documentation (patch spreadsheet, project plan, runbook) 
should be updated to reflect any additional patches were uncovered and/or released since the previous iteration.   
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The "PROD-1" iteration should be a dry run that takes place within the final weeks before go-live.  Ideally, this dry 
run should take place on a system that closely resembles production, using a recent copy of  production as the 
source.  This will allow you to more accurately gauge timings for the various tasks and more accurately predict the 
blackout window.   Because you're working with a more recent copy of  production, you will also be better able to 
detect any data related issues that may arise. 
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